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KDFM Printanista is the new platform to help 
dealers and managed print services providers to 
manage printing systems in capturing, storing 
and analyzing vital printing data to ensure an 
optimized management and a deep customer 
experience, in a high-secured environment.

20-years expertise and an extensive  
model database knowledge enable to  
create predictive analytics for relevant  
business reporting and anticipate on  
supplies and service delivery. 

The cross-platform DCA is able to monitor unlimited number of devices 
(Windows®, macOS®, Linux® and Raspberry Pi®) regardless the OEM manufacturer. 
Critical meters, performance and supply levels are collected to ease customers 
billing process and deliver consumable and maintenance in a timely manner. KDFM 
Printanista manages all networked devices, regardless the OEM manufacturers but 
also the local USB devices and thermal label printers from Zebra.

The Remote Device Link is a game-changer in the MPS industry; Connect remotely 
to the internal web pages of the print devices to evaluate and troubleshoot 
devices issues. Functionality dependent on the OEM but can include log retrievals, 
firmware updates, configuration settings. With KDFM Printanista send a Tech only 
when needed!

KDFM Printanista include an inbuilt API solution for integration in real time with 
external systems to streamline supply ordering process.  
Reliable data straight to your ERP!
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PRINTANISTA WORKFLOW:

Printanista Workflow is our user management capability and can be added to KDFM 
Printanista program. Printanista Workflow can also be sold independently  
from KDFM Printanista device management.

Printanista Workflow includes print governance, secure print, cost accounting and full 
assessment features (Who printed, what was printed, what printing volume, color or mono, 
single or double sided …?). Agent can be embedded directly onto Sharp, Konica-Minolta, HP,  
Xerox, Ricoh and Kyocera MFPs to provide authenticated access to devices, in order to track 
walk-up copy, fax, and scan activity, as well as provide secure release capabilities directly 
from the device panel.
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Contact Katun to learn more on KDFM programs. 

Try KDFM PRINTANISTA for free for 30 Days!


